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Abstract10

The need for accurate, consistent and fast image processing has become an important11

part of the investigation of multiphase flow through porous media. We describe an open-12

source image processing workflow written in python, using the sci-kit toolbox. We demon-13

strate the methodology to segment multiple fluids (gas and brine), and the rock grains14

for a Bentheimer sandstone. This workflow can be adapted to many applications.15

1 Introduction16

Recent advances in X-ray tomography has revolutionized the field of porous me-17

dia research, by enabling the in-situ visualization of multiple fluid phases within the pore18

space of rocks (Wildenschild & Sheppard, 2013; Blunt, 2017). The underlying physics19

governing fluid flow has been explored using synchrotron tomography (Scanziani et al.,20

2020; Berg et al., 2013; Spurin et al., 2020), and fast lab-based micro computed tomog-21

raphy (Micro-CT) (Bultreys et al., 2016; Mascini et al., 2021; Bultreys et al., 2022). These22

findings are important in subsurface applications such as CO2 storage (Garing et al., 2017)23

and hydrogen storage (Zhang et al., 2023), as examples.24

Consequently, large amounts of 4D data has been generated that has to be segmented25

into the various fluid phases occupying the pore space, and the rock grains themselves.26

Segmentation is essential for quantitatively analyzing flow in porous media. However,27

segmentation can be a difficult and time-consuming process. The key issues for our field28

are: (1) the lack of ground truth data, (2) image artefacts, (3) features below or near the29

image resolution, and (4) difficulty in deciding a metric for segmentation. To address these30

issues, images can be filtered, we can only analyze features above the image resolution31

(a valid thing to do when looking at the non-wetting phase, which should occupy the largest32

pores (Spurin et al., 2020)), and implement more sophisticated methods such as machine33

learning, which potentially include more subtle features such as texture (while typical34

segmentation is done using image greyscale values) (Arganda-Carreras et al., 2017; Garfi35

et al., 2020) or super resolution (Zhou et al., 2022).36

A range of image processing workflows exists, with many researchers opting for com-37

mercial software such as Avizo. However, using commercial software makes the results38

harder to reproduce, and it is more difficult to adapt the workflow specifically for flow39

in porous media. As a result, there are large variations and inconsistency between groups,40

which are not assessed when comparisons are made between the final segmented results.41

This creates a barrier to overcoming the key issues with segmentation in our field.42

Our aim is to have accurate, consistent and fast image processing that anyone can43

use. Here we present a workflow for image segmentation using the sci-kit toolbox and44

python, that is specific to the porous media community. This workflow can be adapted45

or automated for a given application.46

2 Python Workflow47

We have two different workflows: (1) segmentation of the pore space, and (2) seg-48

mentation of the fluids within the pore space. The workflow for the segmentation of the49

pore space is discussed in Section 3, and the segmentation of the fluids is discussed in50

Section 4. A schematic of the workflow is shown in Figure 1. The workflow presented51

in this work requires a high quality scan of the sample without brine in the pore space52

for the pore space segmentation. This image can be acquired with air or deionized wa-53

ter occupying the pore space. We recommend deionized water pressurised to experimen-54

tal conditions to minimise grain movement during the experiment. The flow image seg-55

mentation relies on subtracting the image with both fluids present, with an image where56

the sample is fully saturated with the wetting phase (referred to as the brine scan in Fig-57
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Figure 1. Image processing workflow for segmentation. The pore space segmentation requires

a high quality image of the sample without brine present, as brine is highly attenuating. The

segmentation of the flow images requires the segmented pore space, the image of the sample with

both fluids present, and an image with just the wetting phase (typically brine) present.

ure 1). This is the easiest way to automate the segmentation process, as the subtraction58

leads to one peak in the greyscale histogram of the pore space, and makes segmentation59

more robust in instances where the fluid contrast is less extreme. The subtraction step60

can be removed if no brine scan was taken, and the contrast of the fluids is sufficient.61

All images are loaded and transformed into an array prior to any processing. This62

was found to be the best representation of a large 3D data set for subsequent process-63

ing. All processing described within was performed on a desktop computer. There are64
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two notebooks for processing: (1) image segmentation 3D for the segmentation of the65

pore space, and (2) flow segmentation 3D for the segmentation of the fluids. A separate66

python package, utils, provides functions to load in and normalize images, and a visu-67

alisation to quality check the segmentation process.68

3 Segmentation of the Pore Space69

3.1 Filtering using a non-local means filter70

The raw image is first filtered with a non-local means filter. This filter reduces noise,71

while maintaining boundaries between fluid phases (Buades et al., 2011). This is done72

by selecting a small patch of voxels, and comparing the voxel of interest to its surround-73

ing neighbours; if the pixels have similar greyscale values, they are averaged, thus reduc-74

ing noise.75

Figure 2. a) raw image, b) image filtered with a non-local means filter, and c) the change in

the greyscale values histogram caused by the filtering.

The aim is to have the maximum amount of filtering while maintaining boundaries.76

The parameters that can be varied are fast mode, which, if set to true, uses uniform spa-77

tial weighting on the patches, instead of a spatial Gaussian weighting. The noise stan-78

dard deviation is given in sigma, with an additional function estimate sigma used to es-79
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timate the correct value of sigma. The patch size and search area are given by patch size80

and patch distance, respectively. The patch size, and search area heavily control the run81

time of the filtering function.82

The best filtering for this data set is fast mode set to true, sigma set to 3 times the83

estimated sigma, a patch size of 3, and a patch distance of 6. This is shown in Figure84

2. By parallel processing (running a number of patches at the same time), the image fil-85

tering time for a 1400 × 1400 × 600 voxel image reduces from just over 1 hr to under86

10 mins. We implement the non-local means filtering with the function nlm denoise. Here,87

the patch size and distance can be changed, but the other parameters are set, as it is our88

recommendation to users to only change these parameters. Increasing the patch size has89

little impact on image quality for our images (see Figure 3a), but run time is proportional90

to patch size, so doubling increases the patch volume 4 times, thus the filtering takes 491

times as long. Changing sigma to 5 times the estimated sigma makes the images look92

smoother (see Figure 3c), but the grain boundaries begin to be influenced by the filter-93

ing process. An example is highlighted in the red circle in Figure 3c) and d).94

Figure 3. a) filtered image with an increased patch size, b) difference image of the filtered

image in a) with the original image in Figure 2 a), c) filtered image with sigma doubled, and d)

difference image of the filtered image in c) with the original image.
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Other filtering procedures can be added here, if needed. For example, removing ring95

artefacts. However, a lot of these features are removed in the reconstruction, if the re-96

construction parameters are selected correctly (Kaestner et al., 2008; Münch et al., 2009).97

As a result, we do not discuss them in the image processing workflow presented in this98

work.99

3.2 Merging of sections100

If multiple scans were taken to capture the entire pore space, the images must be101

merged. This can be done prior to segmentation if the full volume can be processed in102

one iteration. For a machine with 32GB ram, the maximum volume that could be pro-103

cessed using our workflow was 1400×1400×700 voxels. If the final image is larger than104

this, the segmented images can also be merged. If this is the case, then greyscale val-105

ues must be consistent when segmenting. In utils.preprocess, prior to segmentation the106

input image is normalised to the maximum and minimum values in the input image. If107

the maximum and minimum greyscale value changes for the differ sections, this should108

be overwritten, with the global minimum and maximum used instead.109

For merging, slices are compared until identical slices are found. If merging the seg-110

mented scans, there can be some variation caused by non-local means filtering at the edges.111

To overcome this, there should be around 100 slices overlap between sections that will112

be merged. If small movements occur between scans, then merging will fail e.g. a grain113

moving. Small spots, within the error of the segmentation should be removed, and the114

minimum size is set to 4 pixels in our case. This number can be increased, but should115

be done with caution. As merging is dependent on the number of sections to be merged,116

it is not put in function form. An example of merging is provided in the script flow segmentation 3D117

as an example for users to adapt.118

3.3 Watershed segmentation119

The pore space of the rock sample is typically darker than the surrounding rock120

grains. However, there is overlap in the lightest regions of the pore space, and the dark-121

est regions of the rock grains, leading to some overlap in greyscale values (see Figure 2c).122

As a result, a simple thresholding cannot be used to segment the pore space. Instead we123

use a watershed segmentation that looks at greyscale values, and gradients within the124

greyscale distribution.125

For the function phase segmentation adapted watershed the user inputs only one126

value. This is the value, below which, only pore space exists. The value, above which,127

only grains exist is calculated from the histogram. This is because, for most applications128

in subsurface porous media, the porosity is less than 30% of the total image, and so while129

a peak does not always exist in the greyscale histogram for the pore space, there is a peak130

associated to the rock grains, which make up the majority of the voxels in the image.131

A Gaussian distribution is fitted through this to get the threshold value for the grains.132

Small spots are removed at the end of the segmentation to remove noise. Small spots,133

below 4 pixels in size are removed (note this is the same value used in the merging). These134

features are too small to be accurately analyzed, as they are close to the image resolu-135

tion. The final segmentation of the pore space is shown in Figure 4 a).136

3.4 Case study of binning 1 vs binning 2137

Here, we look at the role of resolution on the segmentation of the pore space. We138

have two identical images of the pore space of a Bentheimer sandstone sample, except139

in one instance the binning of the images is 1, and in the other the binning is 2. The seg-140

mentation of the binning 2 example is shown in Figure 4. The segmentation of the bin-141
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Figure 4. a) the segmented pore space overlain on the filtered image, and b) the filtered im-

age.

ning 1 example is shown in Figure 5. Binning aims to reduce noise, but at the expense142

of image resolution, so the binning 2 image has a resolution of 20µm while the binning143

1 image has a resolution of 10µm. In this example, we take a small subvolume of the pore144

space: 1400×1400×100 voxels for the binning 2 case, and 2800×2800×200 voxels for145

the binning 1 case, so the same volume of sample was analyzed. The segmentation of the146

binning 1 image takes 6 times longer to run, and the images take up 4 times more mem-147

ory. Thus the binning 2 images are easier to process, but important information may be148

lost in the binning process. However, the increase in resolution in the binning 1 case makes149

two distinct peaks in the greyscale histogram in Figure 5c). There is still overlap in the150

histograms, so watershed segmentation is still required to segment the pore space.151

The porosity for the binning 2 image is 0.138, whereas it is 0.142 for the binning152

1 image, a difference of 3%. There is a 20% difference in the connectivity of the pore space,153

calculated by the number of disconnected regions. These regions are connected via poros-154

ity below the resolution of the images, as no region remains filled with gas after brine155

is injected into the sample, thus all regions of the pore space must be connected to the156

inlet. This suggests that the increase in resolution picks up smaller connections in the157

pore space. The influence of binning on the connectivity of the non-wetting phase, is ex-158

plore in the next section. As the non-wetting phase is more robust to image processing159

because it occupies the largest pores, it is a more important metric than the pore space160

connectivity. However, one should be mindful of missing connections when calculating161

absolute permeability from images, instead of measuring it directly on the sample us-162

ing a pressure transducer.163

4 Segmentation of Flow Images164

4.1 Filtering using a non-local means filter165

All flow images are filtered using the same non-local means filter as used in the seg-166

mentation of the pore space: nlm denoise. This is done prior to registration. An exam-167

ple of the filtering is shown in Figure 6.168
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Figure 5. a) the segmented pore space overlain on the filtered binning 1 image, b) the filtered

binning 1 image, and c) the greyscale histograms for the binning 1 and binning 2 images.
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Figure 6. a) raw flow image b) the filtered flow image.

4.2 Registering to the dry scan169

The flow images are registered to the initial image used for the segmentation of the170

pore space. This is necessary because small movement can occur during scanning. With-171

out correcting for these, the segmentation of the fluids will be unsuccessful. The regis-172

tration process is shown in Figure 7. The same slice is shown in Figure 7. Without reg-173

istering, the masking of the flow image with the segmented pore space later in the seg-174

mentation of the flow scan would led to erroneous results, an example of this is highlighted175

by the red circle in Figure7.176

To minimise the computational expense of the registration, we advise runner the177

registration of the flow images to a smaller subvolume, of the entire cross section of the178

core, and apply the registration to the whole image. In flow segmentation 3D a subvol-179

ume of 50 slices in the z-direction, but the entire cross section, was used for the regis-180

tration. The wet scan is noisier than the flow images, because the brine is more atten-181

uating than the gas. It is advisable to register the image of a subvolume with a key fea-182

ture (such as an inclusion), and then apply the registration to the entire volume. In our183

example, the registration is a simple translation. The script would need to be adapted184

if there is a shear movement, with re-sampling of the axes afterwards, if shear movement185

occurs.186

4.3 Segmenting gas187

The gas is segmented by subtracting the filtered, registered flow image from the188

filtered, registered brine scan. This leaves only the location of the gas, which is then seg-189

mented using a simple threshold. Post processing is carried out by removing small ob-190

jects (smaller than 4 pixels) and filling in small holes (smaller than 4 pixels). The gas191

is then masked by the segmented pore space. This is all done in the script flow segmentation 3D.192

An example of the gas segmentation is shown in Figure 8b).193

The quality of the registration is evident if the gas saturation changes massively194

when the gas is masked by the segmented pore space. The quality of the registration can195
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Figure 7. The impact of registering the wet scan (image with just the wetting phase present)

and the flow scan (image with both phases present) with the high quality dry scan.

Figure 8. a) the flow image, and b) the segmented gas (red) overlain on the flow image.
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be viewed for a single slice with utils.sanity check, or for many slices with the interac-196

tive widget.197

4.4 Segmenting water198

The location of the water is calculated by assigning all locations of the pore space199

designated as gas, as water. This is a valid assumption for two-phase flow.200

We now have the segmented image, with different binary numbers assigned to the201

different phases. For our script, flow segmentation 3D, the rock grains are assigned 3,202

the gas is assigned 2, and the water is assigned 1. Alternatively the gas phase can be saved203

independently as a binary file, and the water calculated only when needed. Saving as204

a binary file with just the gas does reduce the memory required for the image, which is205

beneficial when sending data to other groups.206

5 Conclusions207

We demonstrate an effective, open-source workflow for processing multi-phase flow208

through porous media experiments. The workflow contains no machine learning tools.209

While machine learning tools can be consistent and fast, the output is unpredictable if210

the data falls outside of the distribution of the training images. Typically the training211

images are hand labelled, which is extremely time consuming, and depends on the user.212

Machine learning has been shown to be more consistent on noisy data, but its perfor-213

mance is similar to an algorithmic workflow with filtered images (Garfi et al., 2020).214

The approach presented in this work could be expanded as an input for machine215

learning models, removing the time-consuming hand labelling required to train AI mod-216

els. There is also the benefit of a rules-based approach not being a “black box”, like in217

the case of machine learning, especially in the absence of a ground truth. Thus this ap-218

proach can also be used as a standalone method for segmenting.219

6 Data availability220

The code described in this manuscript is available on GitHub: https://github221

.com/cspurin/image processing.222
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